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Welcome to Prague for
the 48th FITCE Congress

th

The 48 FITCE Congress will be
held in the Hotel Diplomat, in the
historic and beautiful city of Prague,
from 3rd to 5th September. The
Congress venue is centrally located
and within easy reach of the Airport
and next to Metro Stations.
The overall theme for this year’s
Congress is: ICT Transformation:
Global InfoSociety realization in
2009?
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Convergence
as
well
as
Transformation
are
very
frequent and regular themes
having been dealt with in
previous Congresses and will
now be built on in this
Congress. There is clear
evidence
that
the
communications industry is
undergoing one of the
fundamental and most exciting
transformations in its entire
history. This transformation
will be outlined in a number of
highly significant papers that
have been chosen for this
year’s congress. In all 30
papers have will be included in
the presentation part of the
programme.
With additional invited papers,
a number of keynote speakers,
and
the
cutting
edge
Programme, this year’s FITCE
Congress promises to be as
informative and exciting as
previous Congresses.
Full details of the technical
programme
are
in the
following pages, as well as
details of the registration
procedure and the social and
partners’ programme.

FITCE values and aims
Keeping in touch with leading
edge ICT developments.
Ensuring that our members
benefit from the experience
acquired by other members in all
ICT fields.
Building strong cultural and
business ties between European
ICT professionals.
Ensuring that Young
Professionals are able to use
FITCE as a valued resource in
their career development
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News from FITCE Italy & Greece
Greek- Italian FITCE Workshop
By: George Agapiou- FITCE Greece, Andrea Penza- FITCE Italy

A workshop took place on 13th March 2009 at the
Hilton Hotel in Athens, Greece that was administered
and sponsored by the Greek and Italian FITCE
chambers. The title of the workshop was ‘’Trends in
Telecommunications’’ and the delegates enjoyed a series
of professional talks from speakers who came from
different European countries and Canada.
The event was really important because it was the first
one organised between two National Associations
belonging to the FITCE community. In the FITCE
Marketing Group ideas on how to improve FITCE’s
visibility was deeply discussed and one of the key
decisions was to stimulate National Associations to
organize mini-events and symposiums on special topics,
of particular interest in the organizing countries.

Picture 2: Mr. Agapiou , making his speech.

The workshop started with a welcome speech by the
President of the Greek FITCE chamber Mr. K.
Sidiropoulos and the FITCE Marketing Director Mr. A.
Penza.

Picture 3: A view of the workshop attendance

Picture 1: Mr. Penza with Mr. K. Sidiropoulos
during the workshop

The talks covered current and future trends in advanced
technological issues in all areas from Broadband Mobile and
Fixed to Regulatory challenging fields and were intervened by
two round tables; one in evolution of wireless and mobile
technologies (to which also the FITCE Italy Vice President Mr.
M. Mayer participated), and the other on optical networksconvergence of next generation networks. The round tables took
place before the lunch and the cocktail breaks respectively at
which time the delegates had a chance to chat and meet with
each other for socializing and exchanging technological and
market views.
The two sessions in the morning were challenged by issues in
next generation broadband fixed and mobile networks followed
by the round table on the same issues, while the afternoon
sessions illustrated next generation access networks, regulatory
issues and advances in optical networks followed by a round
table that stressed issues of regulation and future trends in FTTx
optical networks and market trends.
The workshop was valued as a very successful one by the
delegates and the organizing Committee.
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It should be noted that the maximum number of
participants was more than 200 and at the end of
workshop, at about 8.00p.m, there were still more than
60 people present. That demonstrates how people were
attracted by the workshop and the interest shown in the
topics and most of the content.
It is important to outline how all the main stakeholders
in the market were represented: Network Operators,
System Providers, Telco Vendors, Media and
Enterprises, Regulatory people and Academic bodies.
This enriched and created value to the whole workshop
and allowed round tables and discussions to
differentiate opinions and information.
The workshop terminated with the final Summary and
the regards of Mr. Sidiropoulos, Mr. Penza and the
Organizing Committee.

Picture 4: The main actors in the organizing
committee : Stavros Kapridakis, FITCE Greece,
George Agapiou FITCE Greece, Maurizio Mayer
FITCE Italy, Stella Vogkli FITCE Greece, Andrea
Penza FITCE Italy, Kostas Sidiropoulos FITCE
Greece .
The next FITCE Greece-Italy workshop was announced:
it will be held in Roma next November. The title of the
workshop will be announced later on.
The workshop was sponsored by the companies:
RAYCAP, MARAC, CISCO HELLAS, HUAWEI,
NSN, SPACE HELLAS and OTEACADEMY

Performance Driven Training
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News from FITCE Germany
Green IT – Link to Humanity with Technology
By: Jürgen Loose, IfKom Germany; Wolfgang Messow, FITCE Germany; Detlev Maass,
IfKom Germany

Introduction
Considering the ongoing discussion on measures to control the
climate change, our role in running the businesses of the ICT
branch could be: “Do research and development into ICT
services and products whilst considering their carbon footprints.
Choose services and products, which are the most powerreduced ones.”
Therefore we should analyze carbon footprints before investing
in new products.

(L to R) Jürgen Loose and Wolfgang Messow

Synopsis
Although “Green IT” was thought to be more than
saving energy, the main issue at the CeBIT 2009 (ICT
Industry fair) in Hanover on that topic was “energy
efficiency”.
Therefore the second session of the FITCE congress
2009 in Prague will concentrate on that element of
“Green IT” only, because the market growth for ICT
products will be tremendous.
As an example of the difficulties in regulating and
controlling the ICT licensed market to consider
sustainable behaviour, the air conditioning equipment
necessary for all ICT data centres will be analyzed
together with their impact on the “Total cost of
ownership (TCO)” and the choice of technical
inventions to reduce energy consumption. This could
lead to a better TCO and a reduction in carbon
emissions! We should indeed implement inventors’
ideas!

Our goal should be: Reduce energy consumption, wherever
possible! Discussions with manufactures of ICT products and air
conditioning systems for ICT data centres indicate that
nowadays customers’ wishes are to calculate the TCO, and to
reduce energy consumption due to the increased prices for
electrical energy.

Demand of energy for ICT data
centres
Due to analysis of the “Total Cost of Ownership” for ICT data
centres it is known, that different types of air-conditioning plants
deliver different figures for the total energy consumption – and
therefore different operating expenses. That’s why we will
describe on FITCE congress 2009 the possibilities to reduce
energy consumption.

Air-Conditioning - Cooling
The experience is, that a multitude of requirement specifications
occurs for ordering air-conditioning plants for ICT data centres,
although the ICT technology is nearly the same. Only some data
centre operators realize, which impact on operating expenses is
given due to specifying the temperature and the humidity at a
specific point of the ICT racks or within the room.

Choosing the adequate Airconditioning technology for
your specific ICT data centre
Most of the manufacturers give advice for data centre operators
to calculate the necessary air-conditioning plant. Different
technologies could be compared. Most effective is a spreadsheet
with data to calculate the Total Costs of Ownership for some
years to be forecasted. Due to the expected price of electrical
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energy, the inventions to reduce the operational
expenses lead the lists as long as the operator is
responsible for the TCO at all. In our ICT branch we
have often a division of responsibilities: Facility
Management, Power Plant Operation, Air-Conditioning
Operation, Operation of ICT services, all is spread and
separated.
How to stimulate the Power Plant Group to invest now
in “Energy Efficiency”, when a 5 year flat rate contract
was negotiated with the power authorities? In the
analysed cases the initial investment for a “green”
solution is higher, than for a solution with wasting
operational energy. It will be implemented the cheaper
solution, not the “greener” one.
Jürgen Loose giving a presentation to an IfKom event

Time horizon for sustainable
developments:
Profitable discussions with some manufacturers gave a
scene for future developments. Old technology will be
produced, as long as a market for that cheap equipment
is forecasted. Research and development expenses for
“energy-efficient inventions” prevent quick actions.
Political power could spend money on specific
inventions, when the free market is not able to provide
“improved green” facilities.

Green IT on CeBIT 2010 and on
FITCE 2010?
Knowledge combined with attitudes to invent and use
sustainable developments. That is our goal!
The Ingenieure für Kommunikation e.V. (IfKom)
is the professional association for technical specialist and
management employees in the German communications sector.
As a professional federation, IfKom is the largest professional
association for communications engineers in Europe. Within
Ifkom there are competence circles for certain subjects. This
article for the FITCE Forum comes from specialists in the area
of sustainability.
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Prague FITCE Congress Programme (see www.fitce2009.org for latest version)

Thursday 3rd September
9.45

Opening Session
Mr Pavel Dvorak – Chairman of the CTU Council
Mr Petr Slovacek – vice-president of Telefonica O2
Mr Barry Reynolds - President of FITCE
Mr Vaclav Krapelka - Chairman of Local Organising
committee

10.30

Session 1: “ICT Transformation in Czech Republic”

Chairman: Vaclav Krepelka, Czech Republic

Keynote Presentation:

Frank Meywerk, T-Mobile, Czech Republic

Keynote Presentation:

Zdenek Brabec, CVUT FEL Prague, Czech Republic

The role of small and medium CATV operators in providing e-services in
the Czech Republic

A. Kuchar, Institute of Photonics & Electronics,
Czech Republic

Session 2: “Will the ICT Transformation result in a green InfoSociety?”

Chairman: Wolfgang Messow, Germany

11.50

14.30

16:30

Keynote presentation: “Green IT”

Matthias Meier, Germany

Green ICT, the Concept, Opportunity and Realities

P Leonhardt, BT, UK

Green IT - Power for our customers and their ICT products

J Loose, IfKom, Germany

Session 3: “InfoSociety 2.0”

Chairman: Alessandro Vizzarri, Italy

Telecommunications Infrastructures: the fabric of Biz Ecosystems

R. Saracco, Telecom Italia, Italy

Telco 2.0: Innovation for Telecom Operators

H. Ekkelenkamp, Netherlands

Using the user generated content the Web 2.0 brings us in (voice)
communication services

O. van Laere, Ghent University, Belgium

Using multi-touch table for virtual reality interactive storytelling

Z. Lou, Alcatel-Lucent, Belgium

Session 4: Solutions for delivering multimedia services

Chairman: Kevin Fogarty, UK

Realizing the Connected Digital Home: Identifying Value Propositions and F. Pereira, , Centre for Telecom Management, USA
Overcoming Inhibitors
Economics of FTTH: a comparative study between active and passive
optical networks

K. Casier, Ghent University , Belgium

Architectures to Address Over The Top Content Distribution

B. Winkelman, Alcatel-Lucent, Netherlands

Evolution of Next Generation Networking for secure multimedia services: M. Tsagkaropoulos, University of Patras, Greece
The MIH approach
ALL DAY POSTER SESSION I
Towards an Open Environment for Advanced Service Offerings over IMS

D. Kabilafha, Greece

New architecture of elements in converged networks

V. Skorpil, Brno University of Technology, Czech
Repubic

Major Customer ICT Solutions

E. Smith, BT, UK

Touched By The City Exploring The City As A Stage For
CommunicationTouch The City's Heartbeat

M. Godon, Alcatel-Lucent, Belgium

Network tomography applied to surveillance of QoS

A. Cuadra Sanchez, Telefonica R&D, Spain
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Internet governance and security: a framework for security regulation in
the net

A. Olmos, Universidad Politecnica de Madrid, Spain

Friday 4th September
08.45

10.30

11.50

14.30

Session 5: “New developments in mobility”

Chairman: Marc Verbruggen, Belgium

Swiss penknife in mobile phones?

W. Halka, National Institute of Telecommunications,
Poland

Communication among the cars by the optical fibreless network

J. Latal, VSB Technical University of Ostrava, Czech
Republic

Segmentation and adoption forecasts for wireless Internet services
onboard trains

T. Evens, Ghent University, Belgium

Evolution of the railway market and his place into the network system of
European Union - the GSM-R implementation across Europe

I. Bibac, France

Session 6: “Customer or centred network solutions”

Chairman: Wojciech Halka, Poland

Enabling Next Generation Services through New Network
Architecture

A. Sumesgartner, Telekom Austria, Austria

Evolving Carrier Ethernet towards Managed Services

?M.Stephenson, UK

Networks transformation by using advanced broadband topologies
with wireless relay stations

G. Agapiou, Hellenic Telecommunications Organisation,
Greece

Session 7: “Effective ICT Business processes”

Chairman: Wim van der Bijl, Netherlands

Mashed Services and Business Models enabled by Next Generation
Operating Support Systems (NGOSS)

J. Schonowski, CGI Group, Germany

Service monitoring platform based on advanced web technologies

A. Cuadra-Sanchez, Telefonica R&D, Spain

A Model for Autonomic Network Management in the Scope of the
Future Internet

I. Chocliouros, Hellenic Telecommunications
Organisation, Greece

Session 8: “Information security & regulatory legal aspects”

Chairman: Alberto Moreno, Italy

Grid and Cloud computing as a tool to transform European economy: D. M. Parilli, K.U. Leuven, Belgium
legal considerations
How not to achieve "broadband for all"

F. Herrera-González, Universidad Politecnica de Madrid,
Spain

The effect of regulation on New Generation Access Networks

G. Georgiades, Hellenic Telecommunications
Organisation, Greece

GSM Band's Refarming Public Policy Review

M. C. Ovando Chico, Universidad Politecnica de Madrid,
Spain
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Friday 4th September (continued)

16:30

Session 9: “Transforming ICT: what’s in it for the user?”

Chairman: George Agapiou, Greece

The need for suitable VoIP Interconnect to support new business
models and processes

J. O’Sullivan, Eircom, Ireland

Extended-Home Networks 2.0: Guest starring actor in the social
transformation facing the economical crisis

J. Bilbao, IKERLAN, Spain

Video scheduling on the last mile: increasing the user experience for
IPTV services over DSL

W. Holvoet, Ghent University, Belgium

An interactive on-line community platform for the intellectual disabled J. Verbeek, Complaid, Netherlands
ALL DAY Poster Session II
Transformation: the challenge for OSS/BSS?

C. Hammerl, Telekom Austria, Austria

ICT-innovation in the era of open innovation: a living lab-approach for D. Schuurman, Ghent University, Belgium
mobile TV
Fostering networking with the local institutional fabric in the context
of the Bologna process

C. Martin, Universidad Pompeu Fabra, Spain

New spectrum management policies suitable for a rising demand

J.L. Gomez-Barrosso, UNED, Spain

Local GIS: Open Source Territorial Information System for Local
Public Administrations

C. J. Fuertes, Grupo Tecopy, Spain

The role of the Law in regulating information security and safety in
next generation intelligent vehicles

Y.G. Yiangoullis, Belgium

Saturday 5th September
9.00

Concluding Session: Technical Summary
Final Technical session with summary report and question for the
panel

Wim van de Bijl, Chairman of the Technical Programme
Committee

10.00

Panel Session

Mr Pavel Dvorak – Chairman of the CTU Council
Mr Petr Slovacek from Czech Republic
Keynote Speaker: Frank Meywerk, T-Mobile Czech
Republic
Keynote Speaker: Zdenek Brabec, CVUT FEL Prague,
Czech Republic
Additional: Telecom Operators from Spain & Italy (link to
FITCE) 2010/2011

11.30

Closing Session

Chairman: Vaclev Krepelka

12.00

FITCE General assembly

Chairman: Barry Reynolds
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Congress 2009
Social & Partners
Programme
Grand Tour of Prague:

In parallel with the opening of the
Congress on Thursday September 3,
2009, accompanying partners will set
off by coach on an exciting one day
exploration of the city of Prague.
This historic tour lets you enjoy the
city’s most famous sights. The tour
starts at Prague Castle (Hradčany),
registered as the biggest castle
complex in the world. It established
itself as the spiritual centre of the
Bohemian sovereigns from the 9th
century and since 1918
(foundation of Czechoslovakia)
it has served as the residence of
presidents. A visit to St. Vitus
Cathedral is included. The tour
then follows the “Royal
Route”, the former promenade
of kings and part of the official
coronation by foot. Winding
down to the Lesser Town, and
the picturesque Kampa Island,
you will cross the famous
Charles Bridge and continue to
discover some remarkable
monuments in the Old Town
area. This historical tour of the
Old Town of Prague lets you
enjoy the city’s most famous
sights such as the Powder
Tower, the Estate Theatre, the
Charles University, the Old

July 2009
Town Square, the Jewish Quarter
and other sights. You will discover
the history of the Jewish community
in Prague, which can be traced back
to the middle of the 10th century.
Miraculously many outstanding
monuments have remained intact
despite World War II. The visit
includes the Jewish Museum located
in various Prague Synagogues and the
Old Jewish Cemetery. This journey
ends in front of the Old Town City
Hall with its famous astronomical
clock.

Karlovy Vary – Spa tour:
On Friday partners will continue
their programme with a tour of
Karlovy Vary spa. Founded by the
Bohemian King, Charles IV, in the
14th century, Karlovy Vary /
Carlsbad is the most famous of the
Western Bohemian spas. Taste the
curative water from twelve thermal
mineral springs, admire the beauty of
both the historic and modern
colonnades, sample some of the
delicious wafers special to the area,
admire or buy the local Carlsbad
porcelain and traditional Moser cut
glass (justifiably referred to as “The
Glass of Kings”), or sip the delicious
Becherovka herb elixir also known as
the 13th “curative” spring of Karlovy
Vary. The spa specialises in treating
digestive tract diseases and metabolic
disorders. Its renowned reputation
owes to significant visitors, such as,
Peter the Great, Schiller, Paganini,
Chopin, Mozart, Beethoven, Freud,
Kafka, Gagarin and many others.
On the Friday evening following this
tour the Social and Partners’
programme will culminate in a Gala
Dinner for full delegate and their
partners.

Poster Paper session
The selection of papers for this year’s
congress was once again a particularly
stimulating exercise for the Technical
Programme Committee. Many
excellent papers could not be
accommodated in the limited
number of sessions. Consequently a
number of very good papers will be
included in the proceedings but will
not figure in the presentation
sessions. Instead they will be
“presented” as posters and the
authors will be available in the coffee
breaks to speak with interested
delegates. Full details of these papers
are contained on the Congress
website www.FITCE2009.org
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Prague Congress Registration.





For Online registration and accommodation see: www.fitce2009.org
Please use the online registration form.
Your name, contact & for FITCE members your membership details will need to be supplied.
Payment has to be done using MasterCard, Visa credit card or via bank transfer.



For any membership queries please contact your National FITCE Organisation
EARLY

REGISTRATION FEES:

LATE

Until August 3
FULL DELEGATE

After August 25

425 €

525 €

625 €

Non-member

525 €

625 €

725 €

100 €

150 €

200 €

Member

150 €

200 €

250 €

Non-member

200 €

250 €

300 €

Student

75 €

125 €

175 €

150 €

200 €

250 €

200 €

250 €

300 €

with member delegate
ACCOMMPANYING
PERSON

Until August 25

Member

STUDENT*
DAY DELEGATE*

ONSITE

with non-member
delegate

* Does not include the Welcome reception and Gala dinner
** All fees exclusive of VAT (19%)

Congress Location
The 4-star Diplomat Hotel Prague is one of the largest hotels in Prague. The hotel,
renowned for its excellent conference and business facilities, was opened in 1990
and newly renovated in 2007. The conference and business hotel is surrounded
mainly by diplomatic residences and is centrally located. Enjoy your stay in the quiet
diplomatic area in the Diplomat Hotel Prague on the very edge of the historical city
centre. It is located on the very edge of Prague’s historic centre - it takes only 10
minutes to get there from the City Airport. There are 398 standard/superior rooms
and suites. The spacious Conference Centre with its sixteen rooms can
accommodate up to 820 people and provides state-of-the-art audio-visual technology,
multimedia equipment, electronic navigation system and facilities for simultaneous
interpreting. We are looking forward to your visit!

Detailed information to be found at
www.fitce2009.org
Venue: Diplomat Hotel**** Prague
Address: Evropská 15, 160 41 Prague 6, Czech Republic
Tel: +420 295 559 111, +420 296 559 215
http://www.diplomathotel.cz
How to make a hotel reservation

Please visit the congress website
www.fitce2009.org

Please select from the list of hotels
the most appropriate

Payment has to be done using
MasterCard, Visa credit card or via
bank transfer.
Credit Card details will be required as a
guarantee of your hotel booking

Connections:
International Airport
Praha Ruzyně - kód PRG ……Distance 8 km
(direct bus no. 119)
Transportation
Underground & Bus - Dejvická Station - Line A ….Distance 0.05 km
Tram - Dejvická Stop ……………………………...Distance 0.01 km
Railway Stations- ………………………………… Distance 6 km
Points of Interest
Prague Castle ……………………………………...Distance 1.5 km
Old Town Square …………………………………Distance 4 km
Charles Bridge …………………………………….Distance 3 km

